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now lets look at the label on the device, as stored in its firmware. this is the serial number that the manufacturer actually uses. once again, lets see how windows reports this information. this time, i have put the serial
number in double quotes for easy reading. windows is reporting this as 5902934702660. this is essentially identical to the serial number reported from the firmware. however, its not what the manufacturer actually

wants to know, and that is the serial number that should be reported to the user. it should be possible to report this serial number to the user, so the user can understand how the device is being used. but the vendor
never really wants the device to have a serial number. it might be helpful to the user to know what the serial number of the device is, but the vendor would prefer the user not to know. this is just one more step in the
parade of different serial numbers, that a vendor is required to generate. if you want to see this parade, take a look at the serial number format section of the gsmartcontrol manual. some people are going to say that

this is not a big deal. its just a serial number. but if we are going to allow vendors to generate any kind of serial number, then a vendor is going to use any opportunity they can find to generate a serial number that
may help them in some way. in this case, the vendor is being coy. even though this serial number has a value of 26, i believe it is just a random alphanumeric value generated by the computer. that is how

gsmartcontrol reads it. but in reality, it is a number generated by the computer, and it is what the vendor wants.
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GSmartControl did report the same incorrect serial number on the new, blank drive. "Serial Number Reported incorrect" in the image below. It also identified the new drive as a MacBook Pro, and the model as 13-inch,
2017. Note the even though the new drive shows the correct model, the same or newer brand name than the original hard drive, and even shows the correct serial number for this model, the computer does not

recognize it because it knows the drive is a different brand and model. (The original drive was a Seagate, the new drive is a Western Digital). Unlike the brand and model of the drive, the form factor and controller is
probably something they don't have any problems with. What do you mean by Product Serial Number? Are you talking about a model number for the SD card? If so, then can I send you my report with those values? I
can take a look at the report and find out which model number those are. If your referring to the serial number of the device as it appears on a Smart Card or USB drive, you are correct that is not stored on the micro

SD card. Most SD cards will display a serial number when read on a smart card reader. If you can provide the model number as it appears on the device, perhaps I could tell you what part is causing the problem. I
would need to see a picture or an image of the device in question, perhaps you could supply that if you can. You may also find that in a photo, there is a date code embedded in the file image. I have Product and Serial
Number for the microSD, however the manufacturer of the microSD card does not put any serial number. Is there any way to get the serial number of a microSD, so that I can compare with the one provided by you to

see if it is the same? 5ec8ef588b
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